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4 Whatis the problem of
biological individuality?

Eric T. Olson

4.1 Biological individuals

Oneof the fundamental questionsof biology is how to characteriselife. We
know, for example, that life involves complex structures that are intrinsi-
cally unstable and in need of constant renewal. And this renewal comes
from within. Life builds and maintainsitself: we don’t needto takeit to the
shop for repairs. We know that this building and maintenance is accom-
plished through metabolism:life takes in materials, imposes a characteristic
form on them, then expels them in a less ordered state. We know thatlife
grows and reproduces, making morelife of the same sort. This too is not
merely a result of external circumstances:fires proliferate as temperature,
fuel, and oxygen allow, butlife expands according to an internal plan. These
and other features distinguish the living from the non-living world.

But knowing whatlife is raises a second large question: how doesit divide
into units? Life does not simply occur here andthere, like windorgravity,It
comes in ecosystems, species, herds, lineages, generations, organisms, and
cells.! For there to belife is for there to be living things, just as for there to
be movementis for there to be things that move. The jargoncalls these units
biological individuals.
The conceptof a biological individual playsa vital role in the life sciences.

A mature Portuguese man-of-warlooksjust like a single large animal, but
the way it develops leads most zoologists to consider it a colony of many
small ones. This is a claim abouthowlife divides into organisms. The theory
of evolution, to take another example,is about the spreadoftraits or genes
through populations — their change in frequency from one generation to the
next, And the very idea of a generation involves a distinction between par-
ents andtheir offspring, and thus a division oflife into individuals (Clarke
2010, p. 313, Godfrey-Smith 2015). For that matter, whether a gene becomes
more or less frequent depends on how many individuals it occurs in. The
number of occurrences within a single organism doesn’t count towardsits
frequency: you don’t spread your genesin the evolutionary sense by putting
on more cells with those genes, but only by producing more organisms.*
This implies that biological individuals must be countable (Clarke 2010,
p. 313, Godfrey-Smith 2014, p. 67).
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Knowing whatlife is and where it occurs does not tell us what individuals
it consists of. We could know which spacetime regions contain life and why,
yet have no idea how to distinguish colonies from single organisms, parents
from offspring, or reproduction from growth.
The question of how life divides into units is called the problem ofbiolog-

ical individuality. My interest is not in solving the problem, but in stating
it. What exactly is the question that theories of biological individuality are
supposed to answer? What would count as solution to the problem? Actual
statements of the problem have been vague and incomplete. What’s more,
proposed theories of biological individuality are not detailed enough to
solve the problem even if they are correct. In many cases they have entirely
the wrong form. The root of these troubles, I believe, is that philosophers
of biology have not recognised the metaphysical claims presupposed in the
discussion. These claims are implicit not only in proposed solutions to the
problem, but in the statement of the problem itself. Making these claims
explicit will enable us to see better what the problem is and what form a
solution to it would need to have.

4.2 Boundary-drawing andits limitations

I will focus on organisms and leave aside other biological individuals. Or-
ganismsare the units that develop from a single cell in ontogeny,thatfallill
andfight infections, that engage in reproduction, and that occupy theroles
in ecological systems (Clarke 2010, p. 313). I take them to be the paradig-
matic individuals in biology. But nearly everything I say will apply equally
to others.
Thinking of the problem of biological individuality as how life divides

into organismssuggeststhat it has to do with boundaries within the regions
wherelife is present: boundaries around organisms or between one organ-
ism and another. These boundaries need not be precise — some atoms might
be neither definitely parts of me nor definitely not, for example ~ but there
couldnot be an organism with no boundaryat all.
We can ask about organisms’ spatial boundaries — their size and location

at a given time — as when we ask whether we have a single complex organism
or acolony. Or we can ask about their temporal! boundaries: when they begin
and end. What counts as a generation has to do with the temporal boundary
between parent and offspring. Sometimes both questions operate at once:
to ask whether a trait has increased in frequency is to ask both about the
temporal boundaries between organismsofdifferent generations and about
the spatial boundaries between organisms within each generation.

But not all questions of biological individuality are about the location
of boundaries. Many animals have symbiotic bacteria in their gut that are
needed for healthy digestion and tolerated by their immune system. We can
ask whether this makes them parts of the animal (giving it smaller organ-
isms as parts), or whether the gut is simply a habitat for them, so that they 
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Figure 4,1

and the animal form a colony. This is a question about howlife divides into
organisms, but it’s not about the location of boundaries. Knowing where
the boundarieslie — the boundaryof each bacterium and the outer bound-
ary of the animal ~ would nottell us whether the bacteria are parts of the
animal. Learning whethertheyare parts of it would not enable us to draw
any further boundary. It would only tell us whether the boundary of each
bacterium is also part of the boundary of the animal: whetherthe bacteria
like grains of sand, exclude the animal from their location.
Wecan also ask whether my gutbacteria themselves make up or compose

an organism — whereby definition some things, the xs, compose something
y just if each of the xsis a part ofy and every part of y shares a part with
one or moreofthe xs. Thisis analogousto asking whether the members of
an ant colony compose a “superorganism” (Wilson and Sober 1989). These
too are questions about individuality, but not about where boundarieslie.
They are about whether the boundary ofeach individual insect or bacte-
rium (when they're not touching) is also part of the boundaryof a larger
organism.

:
So we could know thelocation ofall the boundaries around organisms

without knowing what organisms there are— that is, which things they are
boundaries of. Suppose Figure 4.1 showsall the boundaries around organ-
isms. (That it shows just two dimensionsis due to my department’s limited
art budget. Imagineit showing three dimensions of space and oneoftime.)
Supposelife is present throughout the oval region and nowhere else. What
would this tell us about what organismsthere are?

It would tell us that there are at least two: one whoseouter boundaryis
oval and one locatedentirely within it. But it would not imply that there are
only two.In fact it would nottell us the boundariesorthesize of any organ-
ism. Given our assumptions, the information in the diagram is consistent
with these descriptions:

* There is an organism occupying the wholeofthe oval region apart from
the two roundregions, an organism occupying the larger round region,
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and an organism occupying the smaller round region:threein all. (By
“occupy” I mean “exactly occupy”. A thing occupies a region whenits
boundaries are the sameasthe region’s.)

* There is an organism occupying the wholeof the oval region including
the round regions, and two round organisms. In this case, in contrast
with the first, the round organismsare parts of the oval organism.

* There is an organism occupying the whole of the oval region apart from
the larger round region, and two round organisms. The smaller round
organism but not the larger one is a part of the oval organism.

* Asbefore, only the larger round organism but not the smaller is a part
of the oval organism.

* There is an organism occupying the wholeofthe oval region apart from
the round regions and an organism occupying the sum of the round
regionsthat is not a part of the oval organism: two in all. There are no
round organisms,.

* There is an organism occupying the whole of the oval region and an
organism thatis a part of it occupying the sum ofthe roundregions.

There will be more possibilities if an organism occupying the sum of the
round regions could have round organismsas parts, giving three “levels”of
organisms: round, composed of several round ones, and oval. In that case
there could be an oval organism, an organism occupying the sum ofthe
round regions, and two round organisms. Any of the smaller organisms may
or may not be parts. of the oval one.

This shows that knowing the boundaries around organismsbarely begins
to tell us what organisms there are. The problem of biological individual-
ity is not just about where these boundaries lie, or what determines them,
but also about what determines which regions are occupied by an organ-
ism. Given that things are located where their parts are, this is more or less
equivalentto asking what makesthingsparts of a single organism.*
The situation will be yet more complicated if (as many philosophers

believe) two things can occupy the same spacetime region and be madeup of
the same matter throughout their careers. Jack Wilson takes organismsto
come in different kinds: there are, among others, genetic individuals, defined
in terms of genetic homogeneity and commonancestry, andfunctional in-
dividuals, defined in terms of causal integration (1999, pp. 86-99). A genetic
and a functional individual can coincide exactly in both space and time
(1999, p. 47). But nothing can belong to both kinds, as they entail different
modal properties, such as the conditions in which they would continue ex-
isting. In that case, even knowing which regions are occupied by organisms
would not tell us what organisms there are. There could be any numberof
them in the diagram.
To simplify matters I will set this possibility aside. That enables us to

state the problem of biological individuality as asking what determines
which spacetimeregions are occupied by organisms.” To say that something 
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determines what regions are occupied by organismsis to say that whatre-
gions these are follows from this something together with the “underlying”
facts about non-organismsthat the discussion takes for granted, such as the
distribution of matter and the lawsofnature. A theory ofbiological individ-
uality will be a principle or set of principles answeringthis question. Given
our simplifying assumption, this will also tell us what determines how many
organismsthere are and what distinguishes one from another.

4.3 The problem of psychological individuality

The problem ofbiological individuality is presumably one problem ofin-
dividuality among others. There is individuality in other phenomena be-
sides life. Psychology, for example — mind in the mass-noun sense — does
not simply occurhere andthere, like wind orgravity. It comes in units. The
most importantunits are individual mental subjects: thinking or conscious
beings, minds in the count-nounsense. Forthere to be thoughtor conscious-
ness is for there to be thinking or conscious beings. So we should expect
there to be a question of how mind divides into mental individuals analo-
gous to the question of how life divides into organisms.
And in fact there are puzzles about psychological individuality very like

those concerning biological individuality: about what mental individuals
there are and what distinguishes one from another. We can know where
mindis present without knowing what mental individuals thereare. In cases
of conjoined twinning, multiple personality, or commissurotomy, for ex-
ample, we know that there is consciousness, but there is dispute over the
number of conscious beings (Puccetti 1973, Olson 2003, 2014, Campbell
and McMahan 2010). Thereis also dispute over the temporal boundaries
of mental individuals, manifest in the literature on personal identity over
time. There are even views analogousto Wilson’s, saying that distinct men-
tal individuals can occupy the same spacetime region (Baker 2000, p. 103,
Hawthorne and McGonigal 2008). The parallels between the two problems
will be instructive.

4.4 “Defining the biological individual”

I have arguedthat the problem ofbiological individuality is the question of
what determines the spatiotemporallocations of organisms. An answerwill
tell us what determines how manythere are and what distinguishes one from
another. The problem of psychological individualityis analogous.
But philosophers of biology have stated the problem in a very different

way. They takeit to be whatit is to be an organism, as opposed to a non-
organism: to “define the biological individual”.® By their lights, a theory of
biological individuality would be a completion ofthe formula:

x is an organism iff...x....
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(It may need somesort of necessity operator to ensurethatit’s not true only
by accident: even if every organism contains potassium, that’s no part of
whatit is to be an organism and should not appearin the definition.)

This is puzzling. How could an accountofwhatit is to be an organism tell
us what determines an organism’s spacetime location, or how many there
are, or what distinguishes one from another? An account of whatit is to be
an F does not generally tell us what determines the locations of Fs. Sup-
pose we define “artefact” as “object fashioned by an intelligent being for
a purpose”, It’s hard to see how this, by itself, could tell us anythingat all
about what determines an artefact’s location or how manythere are. Yet
that doesn’t makethe definition wrong.
Think of the problem of psychological individuality again. No one ex-

pects a definition of “mental individual”to tell us what determines the spa-
tiotemporaillocations of mental individuals or how manythere are. You and
I might agree perfectly about whatit is to be a mental individual and about
all the underlying facts concerning the distribution of matter and the like,
yet disagree wildly about the boundaries of mental individuals and even
whether there are anyat all.’ Most disputes about psychological individual-
ity have nothing to do with the definition of anything.
Though philosophers of mind have said rather little about psychologi-

cal individuality in general, they’ve written volumes about the special case
of people (or “persons”). Most say that to be a person, as opposed to a
non-person,is to have certain special mental properties, such as intelligence
and self-consciousness, Locke, for instance, famously defined “person” as
“a thinking intelligent being that has reason and reflection, and can con-
sider itself as itself, the same thinking thing in different times and places”
(1975, p. 335).

It’s easy to see that such definitions cannot tell us what determinesa per-
son’s spatiotemporal location.’ Suppose Plato’s being a person amounts
to his being intelligent and self-conscious. That leaves entirely open when
he began and ended. His having those properties in his prime is consistent
with his beginningat fertilisation, at birth, or when he wasfirst intelligent
and self-conscious. Nor does the definition imply that a person comes to
an end when he ceases to be intelligent and self-conscious: for all it says,
Plato might have continued to exist after his death as a corpse. All we can
infer is that he was not then a person. (Unless he was a person essentially;
but that does not follow from Lockean definitions.) Or at least this.is so if
we take “x is a person iffx is intelligent and self-conscious” to mean “x isa
person at time¢ iffx is intelligent and self-conscious at t” — as all those who
offer such definitions do. Lockean definitions do not even rule out a person’s
arbitrarily ceasing to exist without any interruption in her intelligence or
self-consciousness.” They allow that each of us might come to an endright
now and be imperceptibly replaced by an exactly similar but numerically
different person.
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Nordo theytell us anything about people’s spatial boundaries. Most of
us take Plato to have extendedjustas far as the surfaceof his skin. But even
if that’s right, it doesn’t follow from his intelligence and self-consciousness,
or from any other proposed definition of “person” or “mental individual”.
Those who think Plato was smaller ~ brain-sized, perhaps (Puccetti 1973,
Hudson 2007) — or larger — as the “extended self” thesis has it (Clark and
Chalmers 1998, p. 18, Olson 2011) — can and usually do accept a Lockean
definition of personhood.Forthat matter, so can those who thinkthat Plato
wasentirely immaterial and had nospatial locationatall.
Lockean definitions of “person” are no morehelp in thinking about what

determines how many people there are at any one time: whetherthere are
one or two in cases of conjoined twinning, for example. They don’ttell us
whatdistinguishes one person from another, In this respect they’re just like
my definition of “artefact”. How,then, couldit be any different with defini-
tions of “organism”?
Here is another way of expressing my puzzlement. No proposition about

the numberoforganismsfollows logically from any proposition about what
it is to be an organism together with propositions about non-organisms (a
description of the “underlying facts” about the distribution of matter and
lawsof nature, say). The claim that to be an organism isto be F cantell us
nothing about what organisms there are unless we know something about
whatFs there are: what material things with biological properties are candi-
dates, so to speak, for being organisms. A definition of “organism” cannot
solve the problem of biological individuality without a principle about the
existence of the candidates to whichit is to be applied. And the definition
itself cannot provide such a principle.
The point has nothingto do with the details of the definition. It makes no

difference, for example,if the definition of “person” can be known a priori,
whereas an adequate accountofwhatit is to be an organism must incorpo-
rate empirical discoveries. That no proposition of the form “there aren Gs”
follows from any proposition of the form “x is G iff'x is F” (together with a
description of the underlying facts) is a simple matteroflogic.
Why have philosophers of biology not noticed this or been troubled by

it? The answer, I think, is that they have simply assumed the existence of
the candidates (the Fs). To work out whether a Portuguese man-of-waris
a single organism, it may seem that we need only know whetherit satisfies
the definition of “organism”, If it doesn’t,it’s a colony of smaller polyps.
But this presupposesthat there is something composedofthe polyps, which
satisfies either the definition of “organism” or the definition of “colony”.
This is assumed to be one ofthe “underlying facts” taken for granted in
the discussion. Butit is a substantive metaphysical claim. Philosophers of
biology have assumed a numberofclaims about the ontology of material
things, often without realising it. Given these claims,a definition of “organ-
ism”really could be a theoryof biological individuality. Yet the claims are
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never stated. What’s more, they are highly controversial among metaphy-
sicians. And they have important implications about what form a defini-
tion of “organism” needs to have in order to count as a theory of biological
individuality — implications that have not been recognised.I will show this
using some proposed theories of biological individuality.

4.5 A test case: the genetic theory

Let’s examine an account ofwhatit is to be an organism and see what would
have to be the case for it to be a theory of biological individuality. We need
one with enoughdetail to enable us to see whatfollowsfromit. Its plausibil-
ity is less important. (It’s hard to find an accountofbiological individuality
that is both detailed and plausible. The more detail you add to any theory,
the more objectionable consequences you get.) Consider, then, the view that
an organism is an entity with a uniform genotype.'® I take this to mean a
thing composedof cells with the same genotype. It’s not clear what it could
mean to speak of the genotypeoffluids that are not parts ofcells, such as
blood plasma. A thing composedof certain entities is a mereological sum of
those things. So the proposalis that an organism is a sum ofcells with the
same DNA.
The metaphysician’s term “sum”, and its synonyms “fusion” and “aggre-

gate” are sometimes understoodin different ways, but on the standard defi-
nition, “sum of the xs” means simply “thing composed of the xs” (where,
again, the xs composeyjust if each of the xs is a part ofp and every part of
y shares a part with one or more ofthe xs). This does not imply that a sum of
thingsis essentially composedofthose things, or rule out a sum’s being com-
posed of different things at different times (van Inwagen 2006). Nor doesit
imply that the mere existence of certain things suffices for there to-be a sum
of them: that’s a substantive metaphysical claim (more on this later),. The
definition also says nothing about how a sum’s parts mustrelate to one an-
other. Forall it says, things might compose a sum only if their parts interact
in a special way — the way characteristic of biologicallife, for instance (van
Inwagen 1990a, Section 9). Mereological sums, on the standard definition,
are not things of a special kind. Everything is a sum.

L use the technical term “sum” because the ordinary word “collection”is
notoriously slippery. “The collection of the xs” can meaneither the xs in the
plural or a single thing that the xs compose, obscuring this vital distinction.
A sum ofthings is emphatically something distinct from any of those things
(except in the degenerate case in which there is only one of them: because
everything is a part ofitself, everything is a sum ofitself).
Do not confuse sums with sets in the mathematical sense. There are deep

formaldifferences between sets and sums. The set whose only memberis xis
distinct from x itself, but again the sum of x is just x. And althoughthe sets
{x, vy}, (x, (x, vy}. Oe, yh, vy}, and so on are all different, there is no analogous
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distinction among sums. Nor do sums have anything analogousto the null
set that is a subsetofall sets. No one thinks that organismsaresets.

Theclaim, then,is that an organism is a sum ofcells (thatis, a thing com-
posedofcells) with the same genotype. Presumably the cells must also have
a commonancestry with that genotype:if, by sheer coincidence, somecells
in another galaxy were genetically identical to mine, no one would say that
all these cells together composed an organism, scattered across millions of
light-years. I will ignore worries about how the ancestry requirement should
be specified, or whatit is for cells to have the same genotype (Dupré 2014,
p. 10). Call this the genetic theory ofbiological individuality.
Almost no onethinksit’s a good theory.It has the absurd implication that

red blood cells, having no DNA,can neverbe parts of an organism. Nor
can atomsthatare notparts ofcells. And althoughmulticellular organisms
commonly contain cells with mutant genes, the genetic theory implies that
such cells are never parts of them, but are themselves organisms. There are
manyfurther objections(see e.g., Santelices 1999, p. 152). But even thecrit-
ics of the genetic theory usually take it to be a genuine theory of biological
individuality. It has the right form. It answers the questions that the prob-
lem of biological individuality consists in, even if it answers them wrongly,
(Compare: “Ten”is an answer to the question, “How many English home
counties are there?”, though a wrongone; “Bananas”is not an answerat all.)
To see what follows from the genetic theory, we need a more precise state-

mentof it. It is usually put in a loose and informal way, andthis has discour-
aged questions aboutexactly how it would solve the problem of biological
individuality. For example,it’s no good saying

x is an organism iffx is composedofcells with the same genotype and
the right ancestry.

Everyone takes the genetic theory to imply that whatwecall asexual repro-
ductionis notreally reproductionatall, but growth: when an amoeba splits,
it does not produce two organisms, but merely comes to be composed of
two detached parts (Wilson 1999, pp. 87f., Godfrey-Smith 2014, p. 69). Yet
this does notfollowfrom the statementjust given. If anything, the statement
implies that the two free-swimmingfission products are themselves organ-
isms, as each is a sum ofcells with the same genotype andthe right ancestry.
(Rememberthat everything is a sum ofitself.) So the splitting must increase
the numberoforganisms.It also counts myleft thumbas an organism, com-
posed asit is of cells with the same genotype and theright ancestry — an
implication that no one would attribute to the genetic theory.

Notjust any sum ofcells with the right genotype and ancestry should
count as an organism, but only one that is maximal — that is, not a part of
any larger such sum. But although this is an improvement,it too lacks the
implications ascribed to the genetic theory.It may seem to imply that the
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cells resulting from amoebicfission are not organisms, as they’re not maxi-
mal sums of homogeneouscells, but parts of a larger such sum composed of
the two cells. But this is so only on the assumption that there is something
composedofthose cells. Otherwise eachcell will itself be a maximal sum of
homogeneouscells and thus an organism. Likewise, the account rules out
my thumb’s being an organism only given that there is something composed
of its cells together with my other cells. And nothing in the genetic theory
implies either of these claims about composition. Call this the composition
problem,

Let me say a briefword on this point.It is no tautology that whenever there
are two things — even two things of the right sort arranged in the right way —
there is a third thing that they compose: a sum of them. No principle oflogic
can take us from the proposition that there are two cells, for example, how-
ever arranged, to the proposition that there is a thing thatis not a cell, but has
two cells as parts. That requires a claim about when smaller things compose
something bigger. And such claims are a subject of metaphysical debate.
You may wonder how anyone could accept that there is an oxygen atom

and two hydrogen atoms attached to it by covalent bonds, yet deny that
there is a water molecule. Isn’t a water molecule by definition an oxygen
atom and two hydrogen atoms so attached? But a molecule is not someat-
oms attached in a certain way. It’s something that is not an atom, but rather
made up of atoms.!! To say that there is a crowd of people may be only a
loose way of saying that there are people crowded together, but to say that
there is a molecule is not just a loose way of saying that there are atomsap-
propriately attached. And the same goes for organisms: a dog is not some
cells related in a canine way, but something that is not a cell. A dogis (ac-
cording to the genetic theory) a thing composed ofcells, and cells are not
composedofcells. At any rate this is presupposed, as we saw earlier, in the
claim that questions of biological individuality are questions about which
entities satisfy the definition of “organism”. Such a definition says whatit is
for a thing to be an organism.It takes the form “x is an organism iff...x...”,
where “x” is a singular variable. Only a thing composed of many cells can
satisfy it (unless it is a unicellular organism). The cells themselves cannot.
Definitions alone cannot bridge the gap from atoms to molecules, or from
cells to multicellular organisms.

I will return to the composition problem in the next section. But there
is another reason why the genetic theory as stated lacks the right implica-
tions. Suppose the two products of an episode of amoebicfission do compose
something, and the theory counts that thing as an organism.Still, nothing
in the theory implies that that organism is the original parent. Forallit says,
fission may destroy the parent and create a new organism composedof the
two resulting cells. Although this would not increase the number of organ-
isms, it would create a new generation and thus count as reproduction and

not growth. No one would take that to be compatible with the genetic theory.
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More generally, the theory says nothing about what determines an or-
ganism’s temporal extent. It allows an organism to ceaseto exist arbitrarily
without any genetic change, and be instantly replaced with a new and nu-
merically different organism.

Nordoesit rule out an organism’s surviving a genetic change.It tells us
only whatcells an organism must have at any given time. Oratleast this is
so if it’s understood as saying whatit is for something to be an organism at a
time Gust as Lockean definitions say whatit is for something to be a person
at a time):

x is an organism att iffx is composed,at ¢, of cells with the same geno-
type and the right ancestry, and x is not a part, at t, of any larger such
entity.

This says at most that an organism must be composed of homogeneouscells
at each time whenit exists.

In fact it says even less: only that an organism must be composedof ho-
mogeneouscells at each time whenit is an organism. It doesn’t rule out a
thing's being an organism at onetime and a non-organism at another,just as
Lockean definitions don’t rule out a thing’s being a person at one time and a
non-personat another.It allows an organism to become composed ofheter-
ogeneouscells, if this happens whenit’s no longer an organism. (Unless an
organism must be an organism essentially. But that doesn’t follow from the
genetic theory.) The genetic theory as stated does not say what determines
the spatiotemporal region an organism occupies, or where one leaves off
and another begins, for the same reason that Lockean definitions don’t say
this about people.
The genetic theory is clearly intended to avoid these shortcomings by

specifying whatcells an organism is composedofnot merely at a given time,
but without temporal qualification. It should define an organism as a max-
imal sum ofhomogeneouscells that exist at any time. Andit should say not
whatit is to be an organism ata time, but whatit is to be an organism sim-
pliciter. It should look like this:

x is an organism iffx is composedofcells with the same genotype and
the right ancestry — whatever their spacetime location — and x is not a
part of any larger such entity.

Qualifications such as “at a time” don’t comeintoit. This rules out a thing’s
being an organism at one time and a non-organism at another(though not a
thing’s being an organism in somepossible worlds and notin others).
This looks more like the right sort of thing. It seems to imply, as the ge-

netic theory should, that no new organism comesinto being when an amoeba
divides; rather, the original amoeba continues to exist in divided form.
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The parentcell and its daughters, having the same genotype andthe right

ancestry, must all be parts of a single organism that persists through the

division. Most of the things we ordinarily call amoebas ~ individual

free-swimming cells — are not organisms, but parts of a larger organism

composed of manycells scattered across space and time. Oratleastthisis

so on the assumption that all amoebiccells with the same genotype compose

something — that is, assuming an appropriate solution to the composition

problem.

4.6 Temporal parts and material plenitude

So construed, the genetic theory implies that organisms have their parts

without temporal qualification. But that’s rather puzzling. Do I not have

different parts at different times? Few of the cells that made me up in 1970

are parts of me now, and the atoms that composed me then are now scat-

tered to the four corners ofthe earth. If I have my parts without temporal

qualification, these cells and atoms must somehow be both parts of me and

not parts ofme. How could that be? How,ifparthoodis timeless, can things

change their parts?
Metaphysicians usually answer by appealing to temporal parts. A temporal

part of something is a partof it that takes up “all of that thing” whenever

the part exists. Socrates’s nose is a part of him, but not a temporalpart,asit

doesn’t take up all ofhim while it exists. It’s too small, spatially speaking. His

adolescentportion,ifwe may so speak, would be a temporal part. His tempo-

ral parts are exactly like him whenthey exist. They eat and dringjand ask awk-

ward questions. They differ from him only in their shorter temporal extent.

Friends of temporal parts say that talk of temporary or temporally quali-

fied parthood is a loose manner of speaking (Sider 2001, p. 57). Foran atom

to be a part of me nowisfor its current temporalpart to be a part, without

temporal qualification, of my current temporal part. More generally:

xis a part ofy at riffthe temporalpart of x located at 7 (exactly located

then) is a part of the temporal part ofy locatedat ¢.

Strictly speaking, then, I’m not composed of atoms — no atom is a part of

me without temporalqualification — but of temporal parts ofatoms (roughly

those located entirely within my spatiotemporal boundaries). And on the

genetic theory I am also composed of temporalparts ofcells. If we call a

temporal part that exists for only an instant (or if there are no instants, a

very brief period) a “stage”, the genetic theory should say that an organ-

ism is a maximal sum of cell-stages with the same genotype and the right

ancestry.
This implies that organisms, atoms,cells, and presumably all persisting

things are composed of temporal parts. Or better, of arbitrary temporal

parts. For every period whenI exist, long or short, there is a temporal part
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of me located then and only then. This follows from the principle about
temporary parthood just given: because atoms can be parts of me for any
period, both they and I must have temporal parts of any length.

Thatall persisting things are composed of temporalparts (andthat things
have their parts without temporalqualification) is highly contentious.!? The
genetic theory presupposes a second contentious metaphysical claim as
well, namely unrestricted composition. This is the view that for any things
whatever, there is something composed of them: a sum.If someentities
did not compose anything, there would be no guaranteethatall the cells (or
cell-stages) of a given genotype composed anything, or even any apparent
reason to supposeit. Think ofall the amoebic cells (or cell-stages), scattered
across space andtime, with the same genotypeas the one on this microscope
slide, and the right ancestry. What reason could there be to suppose that
there is a vast, disconnected material thing composed of thosecells, other
than the thought that any things, whatever their nature or arrangement,
must compose something?
But unless those cells do compose something, they cannot compose

an organism, even according to the genetic theory. If there is no sum of
them at all, there is none that can satisfy the definition of “organism”.
The theory would allow that any amoebic cells (or cell-stages) with the
right genotype and ancestry that are not parts of any larger sum of such
cells compose an organism. But it would also allow that some suchcells
compose organisms and others don’t. It would even allow that none of
them do (except in the trivial sense that each composesitself), and that
each individualcell is itself an organism. The theory says, in effect, that
anything such cells compose is an organism. But it doesn’t say whether
they do compose anything.
No one discussing the genetic theory considers these possibilities. Both

its advocates and its critics assume that thecells (orcell-stages) in question
compose something. Their disagreement is.about whetherthatthingis an or-
ganism ora non-organism. Debates over biological individuality are about
classification: about assigning individuals to sorts. That follows from their
statement of the problem as asking for a definition of “organism”. Ques-
tions about whatindividuals there are — about which homogeneouscells or
cell-stages compose anything, for example — do not arise. This can only be
because the debate presupposes a “generous” account of composition: one
implying that any entities that anyone might take to compose an organism
or other biological individual compose something or other. And the only
such account that has ever been proposedis unrestricted composition.
Assuming unrestricted composition thus avoids the composition prob-

lem. It rules out the possibility that the two cells resulting from an amoeba’s
division are each maximal sums of homogeneouscells and thus organisms
themselves. And it rules out my left thumb’s being an organism.It does so
by implying that each of these entities is a part of a larger sum of homoge-
neouscells.
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The temporal-parts ontology and the doctrine of unrestricted composi-
tion are nearly always held together.'* Their conjunction implies that every
matter-filled spacetime region is occupied by a material thing? As Quine
once put it, a physical object “comprises simply the content, however heter-
ogeneous, of some portion of space-time, however disconnected and gerry-
mandered”.!6 Call this the principle ofmaterialplenitude.

4.7 The functional-integration theory

Ihave argued that both friends and enemiesofthe genetic theory presuppose
important metaphysical claims: that biological individuals are composed of
temporal parts and that any cell-stages whatever compose something. The
debate is about which sumsofcell-stages are organisms and which are not,
never about whether the sumsexist in the first place. The only systematic
principle that would secure these claims,or at least the only one that anyone
has ever actually proposed, is the principle of plenitude. All parties to the
debate take it for granted.

In a way this is not surprising. As we saw earlier, no claim about what
it is to be an organism (together with propositions about atoms,cells, and

the like) can entail a claim about what organisms there are or how many.
To reach a conclusion about what organisms there are from the premise
that all and only organisms are F, we need to know what Fs there are. We
need an account of the “candidates” to which the definition can be applied.
Theprinciple of plenitude supplies this. But any such account will be inde-
pendentof.a definitionof “organism”, It follows that no definition can be a
theory of biological individuality by itself, but at best in conjunction with
a metaphysical principle about what material things there are. Or, to put it
differently, a definition can be such a theory only if some such metaphysical
principle is presupposed.
The point has nothing to do with the. genetic theory in particular, but is a

simple matter of logic. Consider the more appealing view that an organism
is a sort of “functionally integrated whole”(e.g., Sober 1993, pp. 150-153,
Wilson 1999, p. 89, Pradeu 2010, p. 252). What makes things parts of the
same organism is not any sort of similarity, but something to do with their
causal interrelations: metabolic and immuneactivities, for instance.

Suppose we could specify these activities at the level of atoms. (Specifying
them at the level ofcells wouldbeeasier, but a definition of “organism” based
on such specification would imply that organisms are composedofcells and
cannotinclude extracellular fluids.) Then we could say that an organism is a
sum of atoms, each ofwhich interacts in this way with every other— or better,

any two ofwhich either interact in this way or stand to each other in a chain
of such interactions. Call such atomsJ-related. An organism would then bea

sum of I-related atoms. Or rather a maximal such sum:one thatis not a part

of any larger one. Otherwise my left thumb would count as an organism.
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(Thatis presumably why organismsare called integrated wholes.) Call this
thefunctional-integration theory of biological individuality.

Doesit tell us what determines which spatiotemporal regions are occu-
pied by organisms? Take the spatial case first. Suppose my symbiotic gut
bacteria are I-related to my animal cells because my immunesystem inter-
acts with both in the same way.!” More precisely, the atoms composing these
bacteria and the rest of my atomsare I-related. Does the proposal imply
that those atoms compose an organism? Well, only if they compose some-
thing at all. Otherwise they will not compose a maximal sum ofI-related
atoms, even though they areall I-related to each other and notto anyother
atoms ~ maximally I-related, we might say. If instead my “animal” atoms
that are not parts of my gut bacteria compose something,it will be a max-
imal sum ofJ-related atoms, even though those atoms are not maximally
I-related. In that case the functional-integration theorywill imply that this
smallerentity isan organism and there is none composedofit together with
my gut bacteria. There will be no such organism becausethere is no such
entity at all.
No one would take the functional-integration theory to have this conse-

quence. Everyone assumes that maximally I-related atoms compose a max-
imal sum ofI-related atoms, which the theoryclassifies as an organism. But
for this to be the case, such atoms must compose something. What could
ensure this? The most obvious answer is, again, that any atoms whatever
compose something, no matter what their nature or arrangement. Those
discussing biological individuality simply don’t worry about when atoms or
other small things compose something. This insoucianceis appropriate only
on the assumption of unrestricted composition (or some other “generous”
ontology of material things).

Doesthe theorytell us what determines organisms’ temporal extent? Not
if it says only whatit is for something to be an organism ata given time —
that somethingis an organism ata timejustifit is composed,at that time, of
atomsthatare then I-related andit is not then a partofany larger such sum.
That would allow that an organism mightarbitrarily cease to exist without
any interruption of its metabolic or immuneactivity and be replaced with a
new organism.Or it might continueafter all such activity stops and cannot
be restarted: the theory would imply only that it was not an organism then.
It might carry onafter its death as a former organism, just as graduates
become ex-students,

Like the genetic theory, the functional-integration theoryis clearly meant
to tell us not which parts an organism is composed ofat a given time, but
whichit is composed of simpliciter: that an organism is a maximal sum of
I-related entities that exist at any time. As we saw in discussing the genetic
theory, this implies that organisms are not composedof atoms, but of tem-
poral parts of atoms. So the functional-integration theory too presupposes
that atoms and other persisting objects have temporal parts — arbitrary
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temporalparts in fact, as an atom can be a part of an organism for any pe-
riod, Combining this with unrestricted composition yields the principle of
material plenitude.

Similar remarks will apply to any theory of biological individuality that
takes the form ofa definition. It cannot do its job without a generousontol-
ogy of material things.

4.8 What a definition needsto say

Philosophers of biology never argue for the principle of plenitude or any
other account of what material things there are. They rarely even mention
the point.!8 For the most part they appear unawarethat their discussions
of individuality presuppose such a principle. My purposeis nottocriticise
them for this or to argue against the principle, but only to show thatthis is
an unavoidable feature of any theory of biological individuality taking the
form of a definition.

This matters because the principle of plenitude (or any other generous
ontology) implies that not just any definition of “organism” can be a theory
of biological individuality, right or wrong, but only one having a special
form. Thedefinition must say what determines an organism’s spatiotempo-
ral boundaries. This is because a theory of biological individuality needs
to say what distinguishes a colony from a single complex organism, copies
of a gene in one organism from copies in many organisms, and members of
different generations. It needs to say what determines how many organisms
there are and what distinguishes one from another. And the principle of
plenitude makesthis task moredifficult by providing an awkward surplus of
things with biological properties — of candidates, so to speak, for being or-
ganisms.”” It implies that my office contains a vast numberofentities made
up entirely of living matter: me; my left thumb; my northern half; sums of
a human being and certain dust mites, and of arbitrary portions of man
and mite; my current stage; the thing composed of my stages located up
to now and yours located thereafter; and so on. No one would take more
than trivial proportion ofthese things to be biological individuals of any
sort, A theory of biological individuality will have to tell us what determines
which ones they are ~ what distinguishes the organisms from the arbitrary
pieces of ontological rubbish. To dothat, it needs to say what determines the
spatiotemporal boundaries of organisms.”

I have neverseen a definition that does this. Accounts in terms ofrepro-
ductive capacities, for instance (Clarke 2010, p. 317), or in terms of auton-
omy andself-sufficiency (Santelices 1999, pp. 152f., Boden 2008), do not say
what determines organisms’ boundaries, and thus, given plenitude, which
of the many things with biological properties count as organisms. Accounts
in terms of the nature ofthelife cycle, such as the “bottleneck” view char-
acterising an organism as what develops from single cell (Wilson 1999,
pp. 99-101, Clarke 2010, pp. 317f., Dawkins 2016, pp. 334-341), maytell us 
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when an organism begins, but saylittle about its other boundaries, These
proposals may contribute towards a theory of biological individuality, but
they cannotbetheories of biological individuality by themselves. They sim-
ply have the wrong form.

Even the genetic theoryfalls short. My best formulation in Section 4.5 im-
plies that any homogeneouscells (or cell-stages) with the right ancestry are
parts of a single organism.It follows thatif a bramble scratches off some of
myskin, I don’t lose any cells. The detachedcells remain parts ofme.I merely
become disconnected. If a violent accident destroys all my cells but one, I
still exist (as I am located where myparts are). Almost no one takes the the-
ory to have these consequences.(Wilsonis again an exception: 1999, pp. 87f,)
As normally understood,it requires an organism’s cells to stand in a special
causalrelation in addition to their having the right genotype andancestry —
one that does not hold between the cells currently within my skin and those
that have been detached. Genetic theories have not specified this relation.

Functional-integration theories seem explicitly designed to solve this
problem: they’re all about the causal relations among an organism’s parts.
But existing proposals ofthis kind fall short. Thomas Pradeu’s version, for
example, says only that what determines an organism’s temporal extentis
“the spatiotemporal continuity of the interactions between components
of the being involved” (2012, p. 249). That sounds right, but what follows
from it? Spatiotemporal continuity comes in infinite varieties. When an
amoebadivides, there is plenty of spatiotemporal continuity between the
interactions of the parent’s atoms and those of the atoms composing each
daughtercell. Butis it the right sort? Does the theory imply that the original
amoebasurvivesthesplit? If so, are both daughters identical to it (contrary
to the transitivity and symmetry of identity, which are theorems of standard
logic)? Or doesthe original become composed ofthe two daughtercells? If it
doesn’t survive, whereis the spatiotemporal discontinuity? Without further
detail, there’s no saying, Wilson’s account says more (1999, pp, 89-99), but
still leaves many questions unanswered.

4.9 Individuality without definitions

Ihave argued that no definition of “organism”can bea theoryofbiologicalin-
dividuality on its own, but only in conjunction with a substantive claim about
the ontology of material things providing the candidates to which the defini-
tion is applied. This claim is rarely stated: it is a hidden assumption that those
engaged in debates overbiological individuality are often unaware of. And it
requiresa definition far more detailed than any of those actually proposed.

Let me make one morepoint. Philosophers of biology give the impression
that a theoryof biological individuality must take the form of a definition,
or at least include one. It needs to complete the formula

(x)x is an organism iff...x....
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This is not so. It’s possible to say what determines the spatiotemporal loca-
tions of organisms without defining “organism”. Andit can be done without
presupposing any metaphysical claim about the existence ofthe candidates —
the values of “x” in the formula. Rather than asking whatit is for something
to be an organism as opposed to a non-organism, we can ask instead under
what circumstancesthere is an organism as opposedto there not being one.
Orbetter, we can ask when things compose an organism. (All philosophers
of biology that I know of agree that organismshaveparts: they’re not mere-
ological simples.) We can try to complete the formula

(ys)(4x)x is an organism and the ys composex iff...the ys....

How are the two formulas different? Well, because the variable “x” occurs
on the right-handside of the first formula, its blanks need to be filled with
a condition on organism-candidates ~ complex material things with. bio-
logical properties. If we complete it with “x is a maximal sum ofI-related
atoms”, for example, we presuppose that there are such sums — that maxi-
mally I-related atoms always compose something. Otherwise the theory will
tell us nothing about what determines how many organismsthere are.It will
not imply that there are any organismsatall, even given the “underlying
facts” about the distribution of matter and so on mentioned in Section 4.2-—
including those about which atoms are maximally J-related. It will not do
what a theory of biological individuality is supposed to do. That’s why a
definition of “organism” needs to be combined with a claim aboutthe ontol-
ogy of material things, such as the principle of material plenitude (the one
most discussions of biological individuality appear to presuppose).
The second formula, by contrast, does not presuppose any metaphysical

claim about the existence of the candidates. The variable occurring on the
right-hand side, “the ys”, ranges not over candidates for being organisms,
but over candidates for being their parts: atoms, cells, or the like. Filling
in the blanks will specify what nature and arrangement such things need
to have in order to compose an organism — as opposed to composingeither
a non-organism or nothing at all. (By “their nature” I mean their intrin-
sic properties and by “their arrangement” I mean the spatiotemporal and
causal relations they bear to one another and perhapsto their surround-
ings.) Given that things are located where their parts are (and that compo-
sition is defined in terms of parthood),it will tell us what determines which

spatiotemporal regions are occupied by organisms.”!
We might call this an “existential” statement of the problem ofbiological

individuality, and a solution to it an existential theory — as opposed to the
“definitional” statement or theory usual in the philosophy of biology. The
definitional statement presupposes the existence of organism-candidates
and says that an organism is one having the right features. The existential
statement presupposes only the existence of smaller things such as atoms,
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and says that an organism exists just when those smaller things have the
right features,

It’s a trivial exercise to derive a definition of “organism” from an existen-
tial theory: an organism will be anything composedofentities satisfying
the condition got by filling in the blanks in the second formula — atoms
related in the right way,as it may be. But sucha definitionis no part of the
theory, and is not needed in order to say what determines the parts of an
organism and thus what region one occupies. Anexistential theory ofbio-
logical individuality requires no definition of “organism”. (Of course, we'll
need to know what the word “organism” means in order to understand
the theory, just as we need to understand the other words occurring in it.
But understanding a word is not the same as knowingits definition.) So
we can think of the problem ofbiological individuality not as what makes
something an organism as opposed to a non-organism, but rather as what
has to bethecase for there to be an organism ~ or more specifically, what
nature and arrangement atomsor other things need to have in order to
compose one,

If compositionis timeless and somethingis or is not an organism without
temporal qualification, such an account will also tell us what determines
organisms’ temporal boundaries ~ thoughas wesawin Section 4.6, that re-
quires persisting things to be composed of temporal parts. Otherwiseit will
need a separate clause covering persistence — a completion of the formula:

If x is an organism at ¢ and y existsat r*, then x=y Uf.XLVBR,

Theexistential statementof the problem is not quite equivalent to the one
I gave in Section 4.2: what determines which spacetime regions are occu-
pied by organisms. Knowing what determines which things compose ani or-
ganism and whatit takes for oneto persist will tell us what determinesits
spacetime location. But notvice versa: knowing an organism’s location will
nottell us what composesit. It won’t tell us whether the neutrinos now pass-
ing through me are among myparts,for instance. Thatsaid,the differenceis
unimportant. Weare unlikely to know the answerto theoriginal question,
about organisms’ locations, without knowing the answer to the new one,
about their parts. We couldfind out what determines which region an or-
ganism occupies by discovering whatit takes for things to composeone.It’s
hard to see howwecould discoverit in any other way.

In any event, the existential statement of the problem has an important
advantage over the definitional statement: it does not presuppose the prin-
ciple of plenitude or any other controversial metaphysical claim.It requires
no independentlist of candidates to which the definition can be applied,
and makes no tacit assumptions about when atomsorother entities make
up larger things. It has no hidden metaphysical commitments. Of course,it
will be uninteresting unless there are atomsor otherentities whose nature
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and arrangement are responsible for the existence of organisms. But this
commitmentis evident on the surface. Noris it much disputed.
The existential statement also has the advantage of not presupposing, as

the definitional statement does (Section 4.5), that an organism must be an
organism throughoutits existence. This does not imply the opposite ~ that
something could be an organism at one time and a non-organism at another.
That’s left open, as it should be.

The definitional statement, by contrast, has no evident advantage over

the existential statement. I don’t know how much practical difference it
would make to discussions of biological individuality if the problem were
formulated existentially rather than definitionally. Maybe all parties are
happy with the metaphysical presuppositionsofthe definitional statement -
though I doubt it. And adopting the existential statement would remind us
that theories of biological individuality need to specify what determines the
spatiotemporal boundaries of organisms. By obscuring this fact, the defini-
tional statement makes the problem appeareasier thanit is. And it’s surely
better for contentious metaphysical claims to be recognised and open for
discussion than tacitly presupposed by the termsof the debate.
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Notes

1 See Dupré and O’Malley (2012) for more examples.
2 Bouchard (2008) argues that there are exceptions.
3 Most definitions also require the xs not to overlap, but we can ignore this. The
word “compose” is sometimes used in other, more tendentious ways.I will useit
exclusively in the way defined here. ;

4 Godfrey-Smith says the problem is “what collects the parts...ofa system into a
living individual” (2015, p. 85; see also Sober 1993, pp. 149-153). I will return to
the relation between a thing’s parts andits location in Section 4.9, ; ;

5 Ifan organism can have imprecise boundaries, they may be vague regions, which
certain areas are neither definitely parts nor definitely not parts of.

6 Clarke (2013, p. 414). See also Santelices (1999), Wilson (1999, p. 1), Pradeu (2010,
p. 248), Pradeu (2012, pp. 227, 244), Godfrey-Smith (2014, pp. 66-80), Wilson
and Barker (2017, section 2). Clarke says explicitly that the problem is not about
organisms’ spatiotemporal boundaries (2013, pp. 414f. fn.).

7 On the view that there are no mental individuals, see van Inwagen (1990, pp. 72f),
Merricks (2001, chapter 5), Olson (2007, chapter 8). ;

8 Do not confuse Lockean definitions of “person” with Lockean theories of
personal identity over time. These theories do say what determines a person's
temporal boundaries: it has to do with psychological continuity. But they don’t
follow from Lockean definitions of “person”.

9 Shoemaker (1999) disagrees, but his view is uniquein this respect. 
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10 This seemsto be the thought behind the view thatthere are “clonal organisms”

composed of parts that look like organisms themselves: individual aphids or
aspen trees, for example (Janzen 1977, Bouchard 2008, p. 563). But advocates of
this view rarely commit themselves to an explicit principle of individuality.

11 Van Inwagen (1990a, §§2,9, 10, 1994); see also the references in note 13,
12 See e.g., Thomson (1983), Lewis (1986, pp. 202-204), van Inwagen (1990b), Sider

(2001). Some use the language of temporalparts in a less contentious way (e.g.,
Shoemaker 1984, pp. 74f). By a “stage” of an organism they mean only a tem-
poral part ofits history, which they take to be distinct from the organism. My
statement ofthe genetic theory requires organisms themselvesto have temporal
parts,

13 Advocates include Lewis (1986, pp. 212f), Sider (2001, pp. 120-139), and Hudson
(2007, pp. 223-228);critics include van Inwagen (1990a — the classic discussion of
theories of composition) and Merricks(2001).

14 Without temporalparts, unrestricted composition rules out a thing’s having dif-
ferent parts at different times (van Inwagen 1990a, p. 78, Olson 2007, p. 230).
And much ofthe theoretical work the temporal-parts ontology is designed for
requires unrestricted composition (Sider 2001, pp. 120-139),

15 Or every “occupiable”region (van Inwagen 1981, pp. 135f.,fn. 3), It may be meta-
physically impossible for a material thing to occupy a region offewer than three
spatial dimensions, for example.

16 Quine (1960, p. 171). Like Quine, I don’t mean anything special by “object” or
“thing”. I use them as completely general count nouns. “xis a thing”is equiva-
lent to “(3y)y=x”. Everythingis, by definition, a thing.

17 Pradeu (2010, pp. 259f), Dupré and O’Malley (2012, p. 224); see Pradeu (2012,
p. 248) for furtherreferences.

18 Wilson is a commendable exception:“all earthly life or any spanofit”, he says,
“can rightly be considered a particular” (1999,p. 61). This seems to mean that
any part of the spacetime region wherelife is presentis occupied by a material
thing. But even he does not think the claim needs any defence.

19 This may be what Hull means when hespeaksof“the welter of individuals that
clutter our conceptual landscapes”(1992, p. 183).

20 It needn’t be completely precise. Material plenitude implies that many beings
differ from me only trivially, by a few atoms or milliseconds. That’s not the
problem here. We can count these things as if they were one (Lewis 1993). It’s
such things as my thumb and myfirst half that the theory needs to classify as
non-organisms.

21 This is van Inwagen’s approach (1990a, §§2, 9).
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